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Presentation Notes
The amount lost from denial of pay progression in any one year is significant.  The value of pay progression from one point to another on the Main Pay Range varies (depending on the pay point and whether the teacher is in London, the Fringe Area, the rest of England, or Wales) from some £1,500 to some £3,000; and, on the Upper Pay Range, from some £1,400 to some £2,200.The amount lost from being denied progression from one point to another hits a teacher in subsequent years, so there is a significant cumulative cost to an individual teacher resulting from even one decision to deny progression.  E.g. loss of £1,925 from denial of progression from M1 to M2 (England outside of London and the Fringe, September 2019) means the teacher will be paid some £11,600 less in total over their first 6 years in the profession than a teacher who is not denied pay progression on the Main Pay Range.Denial of pay progression has made many teachers think about leaving the profession for good. Two thirds (63%) of respondents to the NEU’s latest survey on teacher pay and progression said that poor levels of pay made them think about switching to a different career and the unfairness of PRP also sometimes made them think about leaving the profession.









Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Agree objectives for the year aheadMake sure your objectives are ‘SMART’ – specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, and time-boundTry to ensure that you have no more than 3 objectivesDraft your own preferred objectivesTry to avoid numerical targets (i.e. based on test/exam results) unless you are assured that anything beyond your control will not affect the outcomeIf unreasonable objectives are imposed on you, put your concerns in writing so that you can refer to them later if you need toAsk for any appropriate support that you think you may need.Mid year review Discuss any concerns at the interim review meeting – there should be ‘no surprises’ at the end of the review period. Our view on this is supported by the DfE and clearly stated in their advice “Implementing your school’s approach to Pay”.Ask for objectives or timescales to be modified if something has come up which will affect your chances of meeting your objectives.Make sure classroom observations are in line with the school’s procedure – any concerns, let your reviewer know.End of year reviewPrepare and be ready with all the documentation that you will needMake sure the Teacher Standards are not used as a tick list to assess youMake sure the discussion is focussed on your appraisal objectivesIf your reviewer tells you that you have not met the objectives – make sure you point to other achievements  during the year to support your progressionIf necessary, remind your reviewer about the ‘no surprises’ principle – any concerns about your performance should have been raised during the year and support provided.Progress in payAll teachers below the maximum of the Main or Upper Pay Range are entitled to be considered for pay progression every year.Being denied pay progression will mean that you lose out on a lot of money over time. It is therefore important that you take the following steps:	Make sure you get your reviewer’s recommendation in writing ask for an informal meeting with the reviewer and headteacher to challenge any  recommendation that you shouldn’t progressIf you are denied pay progression, your school must let you appeal and attend an appeal meetingMany appeals are successful - Check the school’s Pay Policy for details of the appeals procedure.
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